WE ARE

WE DO

The CHE is designed to meet the needs of a world in

Get to know CHE by visiting one of our salons at

transition. CHE puts in place the conditions to facilitate

Venwoude. We host the following topics:

a breakthrough to the next level of living and working

•

together. CHE consists of three intertwined ‘circles’:
•

The CHE School of Synnervation organizes the

•

education, development, training and coaching
activities of CHE NL.
•

integral perspective.
•

The Center for Human Emergence is the central
node which aligns all CHE activities.

•

Read about our constellations. These are
communities of practice, populated by inspired
people that share a particular interest. They
explore various aspects of what it means to work,
contribute and develop from an integral
perspective.

•

We recommend: Read the new Dutch edition of
EnlightenNext magazine now! Leave your info and
start reading the complete first issue free of

April 21: Meshworking – Anne-Marie Voorhoeve and
Peter Merry

•

CHE Synnervate offers consultancy, project
facilitation and organizational development from an

April 7: Spiral dynamics: Red vMeme – CHE School
of Synnervation

April 28: Spiral dynamics: Blue vMeme –CHE School
of Synnervation

•

May 19: CHE principles: third principle

To attend (at no charge!), send an e-mail to
salons@humanemergence.nl.
For other questions, or to subscribe to our mailing list, email info@humanemergence.nl.
•

We recommend: Koploperz in ontwikkeling event, by
Research to Improve, on April 9.

•

We recommend: “Evolutionary Leadership”, the
English edition of the book by CHE NL founder Peter
Merry. Pre-order with 20% discount!

•

We published: CHE article on Transformation in the
Kosmos Journal!

charge.

WE & YOU

CONTRIBUTE

Discover your own evolutionary consciousness by

Thanks to periodic donations, the people of CHE NL can

enrolling for one of our training programmes by the CHE

be significantly more effective. This includes our partner

School of Synnervation. For example:

role in the Meshwork for Mother Care, our role as

•

March 30-31: The 16 ways & Spiral of life

Sparring partner of the World Health Organisation

•

April 8-10: Conscious Leadership course

•

June 2-5: Spiral Dynamics Integral, level 1

•

July 13-14: The 16 ways workshop

•

Sept.28-29: SDi 2: Spiral of life

•

Sept.28-Oct.1: Spiral Dynamics Integral, level 1

•

October 5-6: The 16 ways workshop

•

October 12-14: Spiral Dynamics Integral, level 2

•

October 14-16: Conscious Leadership course

(WHO); and the creation of the new The Hague Center
for Global Governance, innovation and emergence.
You may credit bank account nr: 21.24.79.172 of the
Stichting Center for Human Emergence in The Hague.
CHE NL has been officially recognized as a charitable
purpose, which is tax-friendly.
A heartfelt thank-you on behalf of the CHE
organization and all its contributors and

To subscribe, please send an e-mail to Alain Volz, CHE’s

synnervators!

School of Synnervation Lead Link.
CHE NL: Postbus 9655, 3506 GR Utrecht.
T: 030 - 2542159. E: info@humanemergence.nl

